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PITTSBURGH – Wild tigers are vastly disappearing.  With greed being at an all-time high 

with humans, we have lost almost 97% of the tiger population within a century. 

 It’s our fault.  Plain and simple. 

     Approximately 3,200 tigers still exist in the world today.  No matter what specie of tiger, 

their untimely death is at the hands of humans who poach illegally and tear down their habitat.  

Forests are where tigers thrive and tigers have lost 93% of their historic range. 

 “Saving tigers is simple,” said Dr. Barney Long, Asian Species Expert.  “All they need is 

enough prey, space and protection. The difficult part is securing unswerving long-term 

commitment from the world to save this species.” 

From the tiger’s whisker to his tail, every inch of him is traded in illegal wildlife markets. 

With demand for tigers being at an all-time high, poaching is the most dangerous threat to wild 

tigers.  Their parts are used for traditional medicine, folk remedies, and unfortunately as a way 

to show that one is wealthy in Asia. 

If one tiger dies, the consequence goes much larger than just losing one.  Say that tiger 

was a female.  If she had cubs, they will more than likely die without their mother’s care and 

the potential for future breeding has vanished. However, if a male is killed, competition can 

happen by other male tigers that compete for his territory, resulting in bloodshed. 



Other areas of concern are of course habitat destruction, climate change and human 

wildlife conflict. 

“With just one tiger, we protect around 25,000 acres of forest,” said Long.  “To save 

tigers, we need to protect the forest habitats across Asia where they live. By saving biologically 

diverse places, we allow tigers to roam and protect the many other endangered species that 

live there.” 

Tigers play a role in maintaining balanced ecosystems, and even play a role in providing 

money to communities.  Where there are tigers, there are tourists. 

Families of tigers consist of the Sumatran Tiger, Amur Tiger, Bengal Tiger, Indochinese 

Tiger, South China Tiger, and the Malayan Tiger.  That is six different species of tiger.  It would 

be a shame for every family to become extinct. 

“The World Wildlife Fund conducts investigations to document tiger trade, catalyzes 

action against it, and trains enforcement agencies,” said Eric Dinerstein, vice president and lead 

scientist, Conservation Science Program. “We continue to champion transnational wildlife 

enforcement networks and build strategies to reduce demand for tiger parts and products.” 

What can ordinary citizens like you do to help save tiger’s lives?  Easy. 

Adopt a tiger.  It’s easier than it sounds.  By adopting a tiger, you are ensuring that one 

life will be saved.  There are various gift sets that WWF offers to its donators, ranging from $25 

to $250.  Gifts can include plush tigers, photo and framed certificate, gift boxes, and tote bags.  

The plush tiger can range between seven inches to 31 inches.  Of course, if you just want to 

donate to WWF, you can.   



Your donation will be used in general support of WWF's exertions around the world. 85 

cents of every donated dollar goes toward conservation.  You can make a difference in animal’s 

lives!  However, if you are buying through the gift center, WWF does not charge for shipping.  

We appreciate your donation and want to reward you for your efforts. 

 Tigers are a vital part to the world.  In a few years, there may be none left.  Why run 

that risk?  Adopt a tiger today and save a life now and watch that turn into multiple lives later.  
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